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Chapter 1

Introduction

Regional trade agreements are increasingly a feature of the international trading

system. Australia entered into eight agreements before 2014, including six since

2000. There has been much recent activity. In 2014, Australia signed agreements

with Korea and Japan and in 2015, with China. DFAT (2015) lists eight agreements

under negotiation.

Despite much activity in negotiating agreements, the effects of Australian trade

agreements on trade flows have not been subject to detailed investigation. This

paper focuses on these trade agreements—have they created new trade or merely

diverted outside trade to within the agreement? To answer this question, the paper

uses the gravity equation and dummies to estimate the average treatment effect of

individual RTAs on trade flows between insiders (trade expansion) and between an

insider and an outsider (trade diversion). If trade expanded without trade diversion,

the agreement is trade creating.

Regional trade agreements are treaties through which signatories grant each other

more favourable conditions for trade than available for non-signatories. The WTO

recognises four types of regional trade agreements: free trade agreements, customs

unions, economic integration agreements and partial scope agreements. Economic

integration agreements cover services and partial scope agreements are allowed

between developing countries and cover only a limited number of products. Free

trade agreements and customs unions are covered under Article 24 of the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. They must eliminate ‘duties and other restrictive

regulations on commerce’ on ‘substantially all trade’ (paragraph 8). Customs unions,

such as the European Union, differ from free trade agreements by having a common

external tariff. An interim period is allowed for but the agreement must converge

on a free trade agreement or customs union within ’a reasonable length of time’

(paragraph 5). In recent years the interim period has tended to be around 10 years,

with variation between agreements as to whether the largest tariff reductions are

front-loaded or back-loaded (Bhagwati 2008).

According to the WTO (2015), 612 regional trade agreements have been notified
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Figure 1.1: Growth in free trade agreements and customs unions

(a) Data: de Sousa, J. (2012)

to the WTO and 406 agreements are active. Figure 1.1 is constructed from data

from de Sousa (2012). Only free trade agreement and customs unions are included.

It shows 259 regional trade agreements of which 215 are active. There were few

agreements between 1958 and 1990 but since then, there has been a proliferation of

agreements. This has especially been true since 2000.

Aggarwal (2007) argues that the main reason for the proliferation of agreements is

the desire to avoid being disadvantaged through discrimination and losing market

access. Rapid progress in Europe in signing bilateral trade agreements led to

domestic pressure in the US to sign trade agreements. Once the US began to sign

a large number of bilateral agreements, Asian countries imitated the US strategy

and began entering into bilateral agreements. Then the process came full circle

with European countries afraid of being overtaken. This process has been called

competitive liberalisation. Once one pair of countries enters into an agreement,

other pairs of countries decide to enter into trade agreements. The avoidance of trade

diversion and responding ‘tit-for-tat’ to other country’s trade agreements motivate

entering into trade agreements. The proliferation of bilateral agreements encourages

further proliferation of trade agreements.

This timing fits well with the Australian case. Before 2000, Australia had regional

trade agreements with Papua New Guinea, a former dependency, and New Zealand.

However, after 2000 there has been an additional six agreements in force by 2014.
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These have been with Singapore (2003), the US (2005), Thailand (2005), Chile

(2009), ASEAN (2010) and Malaysia (2013).

All of these agreements signed after 2000 have a number of features in common.

In addition to tariffs, the agreements cover technical barriers to trade, such

as quarantine and customs provisions, services, financial services, investment,

competition policy, e-commerce and intellectual property (Productivity Commission

2010). It is often argued that tariffs are only the most visible form of protection and

trade agreements reduce behind-the-border barriers to trade.

The earliest free trade agreement was the Papua New Guinea-Australia Trade and

Commercial Relations Agreement (PATCRA), signed in 1977. Before 1977, PNG

exports to Australia enjoyed preferential treatment and over 90 % of PNG exports

to Australia were duty free. Australia enjoyed most favoured nation status with

about 70 % of exports were duty free (Burnett & Lucas 1978). After the agreement,

98 % of PNG exports and 77 % of Australia’s exports were estimated to be duty free

(General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1979). A second agreement was signed

in 1991 and 100 % of duties were eliminated. The extent of trade liberalisation

represented by this agreement was limited by the existing preferences and the length

of time before duties were eliminated.

Two more of the eight agreements have eliminated all tariffs before 2014. The 1983

Australia-New Zealand Closer Economic Relations agreement eliminated tariffs over

5 years. All tariffs and quantitative restrictions were eliminated by 1990. The 2003

Singapore-Australia Free Trade agreement eliminated 100% of tariffs upon entry

into force.

Three agreements eliminate tariffs by 2015. The 2005 Thailand-Australia Free Trade

Agreement eliminated 50 % of tariffs for Australian exports and 83 % of tariffs for

Thai exports upon entry into force, with the remained eliminated between 2010

and 2015. The Chile-Australia Free Trade Agreement eliminated 92% of tariff lines

for Australian exports and 91% of tariff lines for Chilean exports upon entry into

force with the remained eliminated by 2015, except for Australian sugar. Sugar was

excluded from the US-Australia Free Trade Agreement. Two-thirds of agricultural

tariffs were eliminated upon entry into force and generally agricultural tariffs would

be eliminated by 2015. Quotas for Australian dairy would be raised and for five

other agricultural products, the quotas would be expanded and eliminated by 2023.

Tariffs on most manufactured goods were eliminated upon entry into force with the

remained phased out by 2015.
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The two most recent agreements haven’t yet fully phased in. The 2010 ASEAN-

Australia Free Trade Agreement eliminates tariffs by 90% to 100% by 2020 or 2025 in

the case of Indonesia. About 95% of Australian tariff lines were eliminated initially,

with the remainder eliminated by 2020. The 2013 Thailand-Australia Free Trade

Agreement eliminated 98% of tariffs for Australian exports upon entry into force and

99 % by 2017. 100 % of tariffs for Thai exports were eliminated upon entry into force.

In general across the trade agreements, tariffs on manufactured goods were

completely eliminated but according to differing schedules. Agricultural products

are sometimes excluded, which may limit the extent of trade expansion.

Viner (1950) recognised that, unlike general reductions in tariffs, trade agreements

have two effects, trade creation and trade diversion. Trade creation shifts purchases

of a good from domestically produced goods to a lower cost source within the

agreement. Only this effect is a movement towards the outcome of free trade, where

consumers purchases from the lower cost source. Trade diversion shifts purchases

from a cheaper source outside the agreement to a more expensive source within

the agreement. This is a movement away from free trade because consumers are

purchasing goods more expansively. A free trade agreement can be a movement

towards free trade or away from it depending on whether trade creation or trade

diversion predominate.

The economics of regional trade agreements has been studied along two lines. There

has been a literature based on a benevolent government which implements policy

based on national welfare maximisation or some other basis and there was been

a literature on the political economy of trade agreements where government sets

policy subject to political pressure. The benevolent government literature suggests

non-trade diverting trade agreements are possible but the political economy of

trade agreements suggests that trade-diverting trade agreements are more politically

viable.

Another theoretical issue is whether trade agreements are a ‘building block’ or

‘stumbling block’ to multilateral tariff reduction. The theory is mixed. A benign

government would reduce tariffs after a trade agreement in order to minimise the

welfare loss of trade diversion. However, literature on the political economy of trade

agreements suggests that they are a stumbling block; multilateral tariff reductions

are less viable after a trade agreement. The literature is mixed on whether trade

agreements are a building block or stumbling block to multilateral tariff reduction.
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There are two main types of trade agreement that have been studied: free trade

agreements and customs unions. Countries in a free trade agreement set their own

tariffs against external countries but a common external tariff exists for a customs

union. A customs union has more market power and coordination than a free

trade agreement so has more reason to set a high tariff. However, the political

economy of trade agreements suggests customs unions have a free rider problem.

This leads customs unions to be better for multilateral tariff reduction that free

trade agreements. It is not possible to rank free trade agreements and customs

unions in the abstract.

Empirical literature (Estevadeordal, Freund & Ornelas 2008) has found evidence

in Latin America that free trade agreements are associated with declines in

multilateral tariffs. The same isn’t found for customs unions. However, other papers

(Limão 2006) find evidence in the US and the EU that they have been a stumbling

block to multilateral trade negotiations. Although the question of whether trade

agreements are a building block or a stumbling block hasn’t been settled empirically,

this literature shows that trade agreements affect both internal and external tariffs.

The typical approach for investigating the impacts of trade agreements on trade

flows has been the gravity model of trade. It is used to predict normal bilateral

trade flows. Dummies are introduced to estimate the deviations from normal trade

flows. A recent meta-analysis over 267 estimates (Cipollina & Salvatici 2010) reports

an economically large and positive mean effect on trade within trade agreements.

Fewer studies have looked at trade diversion. Some recent studies (Dai, Yotov &

Zylkin 2014) find evidence of trade diversion effects but others (Magee 2008) do not.

The literature suggest that regional trade agreements expand trade but the evidence

for a trade diversion effect is mixed.

This paper will examine the trade creation and trade diversion effects of Australia’s

trade agreements using a gravity model approach. The paper makes two contribu-

tions. Firstly, there have been recent developments in using fixed effects to account

for trade costs, both bilateral trade costs and multilateral trade costs. Fixed effects

take advantage of the panel structure of trade data and improves on traditional

specifications which estimate in cross sections or pool data over many years. Panel

data techniques account for important factors that affect trade. Secondly, Australia

has entered into four agreements in the mid to late 2000s for which recent trade

data can be used to investigate their impacts. The literature tends to use data from

1980-2000 so these agreements have not been subject to much analysis using the
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gravity model. Agreements have different impacts depending on which countries

enter them and the features of the agreement.

I use a panel of data from 1960-2014 and various specifications of the gravity

model to investigate the impact of Australia’s trade agreements. I use exports data

from the IMF Directions of Trade Statistics database and real GDP data from the

World Bank World Development Indicators. I use panel specifications to identify

the effects of trade agreements using variation in the time dimension. There are

issues with using cross-sectional variation to identify the effects of trade agreements

because high levels of trade for other unobservable reasons may be associated with

trade agreements and be a confounding factor. However, the gravity model doesn’t

account for changes in specialisation or comparative advantage. Nor does it account

for changes in preferences. After a trade agreement, a shift in preferences in the US

towards grass-fed beef would increase trade between Australia and the US but the

equation doesn’t account for this and it would be a confounding factor. In general,

I find that Australia’s trade agreements are associated with an increase in the level

of trade after entry into force but the evidence for trade diversion is more limited.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter reviews the economics of trade agreements, econometric issues and

findings. In section 2.1.1, I will summarise the welfare effects of a general reduction in

tariffs versus a preferential trade liberalisation. In section 2.1.2, the natural trading

partner hypothesis is discussed. In section 2.1.3, I will review theory about whether

trade creating or trade diverting trade agreements are more likely to be formed.

In section 2.1.4 will discuss recent theoretical and empirical literature on whether

trade agreements complement or slow multilateral trade liberalisation. In section

2.2, a number of econometric issues in estimating gravity equations are identified.

In section 2.3, findings in the literature for trade creation and trade diversion will

be outlined.

2.1 Economics of trade agreements

2.1.1 Welfare and trade liberalisation

General reductions in tariffs and protection increases national and world welfare.

Tariffs and protection distort production and consumption and non-discriminatory

reductions reduces these distortions. The exception for national welfare is that

it may be optimal for a large country to impose an optimal tariff to maximise

national welfare. By levying an optimum tariff, an importing country can extract

economic rents by depressing the world price and improve their terms of trade.

The improvement in the terms of trade increases national welfare at the expense

of the exporting country. World welfare and national welfare, except in the

case of optimum tariffs, improves from reducing tariffs and protection on a non-

discriminatory basis.

However, discriminatory reduction in tariffs and protection may not increase world

welfare or national welfare for the importer because it may divert trade from a more

to a less efficient supplier. Viner (1950) first noted that two effects account for trade

expansion after a trade agreement, trade creation and trade diversion.

Trade creation is wholly new trade. Goods were formerly produced domestically but

now they are imported. Consumers increase their consumption at lower prices and
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producers cut back inefficient production. This results in a national welfare gain as

in the case of non-discriminatory trade liberalisation.

The trade diversion effect arises from a shift in trade from third countries to inside-

RTA countries. After accounting for producer and consumer surplus, trade diversion

may improve or reduce the importing country’s national welfare.1 If prices fall in

the importing country, their consumer surplus increases and producer surplus falls.

The consumer surplus increases more than the producer surplus falls. Otherwise,

producer and consumer surplus stay the same. The tariff revenue from trade

diversion is entirely lost, resulting in a fall in welfare. The overall effect for importing

country national welfare may be positive or negative. In general, if the new price is

close to the world price, there may be a national welfare gain.

The within-RTA exporting country may gain from trade diversion through higher

producer prices. The outside-RTA countries lose depending on the level of trade

diversion. The effect is through a worsening of their terms of trade.

Depending on whether the trade creation or trade diversion effect dominates, a trade

agreement may be welfare enhancing or welfare reducing.

2.1.2 Natural trading partner hypothesis

The natural trading hypothesis is based on the important role of geography and

transport costs in trade. It suggests that the trade creation effect predominates

when trade agreements are made between countries which trade disproportionately.

The United States and Canada trade much more than would be predicted by the

size of their economies alone, even before they signed a trade agreement. They trade

disproportionately with each other because of the role of geography in trade. This

would still be true in a world of free trade. Krugman (1991) argues that the size of

the gains from trade creation resulting from a trade agreement would far outweigh

any losses from trade diversion. The case for trade agreements made by the natural

trading partner hypothesis is that because countries enter into trade agreements

with countries they already trade disproportionately with, the trade creation effect

is likely to predominate the trade diversion effect for agreements between these

countries.

Being natural trading partners may not be a good criteria for selecting free trade

1Viner’s (1950) analysis is based on terms of trade and ignored welfare effects. Accounting for
welfare effects, trade diversion may increase welfare in both countries in a trade agreement.
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agreement partners. Panagariya (1997) argues that the welfare loss from trade

diversion effect is worse the greater the volume of trade as the trade diversion

causes a loss in tariff revenue. With more trade, countries lose more tariff revenue.

Countries suffer greater welfare loss the more natural the trading partner is.

The natural trading hypothesis predicts that the net gain in welfare after a trade

agreement is greater for natural trading partners. Krishna (2003) uses a model to

account for the welfare effects of trade creation and trade diversion and data from

the US to estimate welfare effects for the US for potential free trade agreements. A

statistically significant difference in estimated welfare isn’t found for natural trading

partners based on trade volume or the distance criteria.

Many of Australia’s trade agreements are with countries that may be natural trading

partners on the distance or volume of trade criteria. However, recent literature casts

doubts of the validity of the natural trading partner hypothesis. We cannot be

confident that trade diversion is minimal on the basis of the natural trading partner

hypothesis.

2.1.3 Incentives for forming trade agreements

A issue examined in the theoretical literature has whether the incentives lie in

making trade-creating or trade-diverting trade agreements.

The theoretical literature suggests it is always possible to construct a welfare

enhancing trade agreement. Kemp & Wan (1976) demonstrate this by showing

one can be constructed by an appropriate customs union with a common external

tariff and lump sum compensatory payments. The common external tariff is set such

that world prices do not change, the patten of trade for non-members remains the

same and their welfare remains the same. The net trade in all commodities by the

customs union with all outside countries is frozen at pre-customs union level so there

is no trade diversion effect. The welfare of all individuals outside the agreement is

the same as it was before. However the welfare of individuals within the agreement

may improve because any increase in trade within the customs union will be trade

creation. This will enhance national welfare. The distributional issues are shut

down by the lump sum compensatory payments, which ensure no individual within

the agreement is worse off and some individuals may be better off. The Kemp-Wan

theorem suggests that trade-creating trade agreements are possible and there is an

incentive to make such agreements.

However, the political economy of trade agreements suggests that trade-diverting
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trade agreements are more politically viable. Grossman & Helpman (1995) consider

the case of two countries, one with low tariffs in an industry and one with high. When

the industries of the two countries combined isn’t large enough to meet demand in

the high tariff country, exporters in the low tariff country are able to sell in the high

tariff country and experience an increase in their producer prices. The industry in

the high tariff country isn’t affected because their producer price doesn’t change.

The effect of the agreement in the industry is entirely trade diversion. In their

model, there needs to be a sufficient number of industries that will be able to gain

from trade diversion to form a coalition that can overcome a coalition of import

competing industries which are harmed by import competition. This is more likely

when trade diversion is high. The trade agreements that are likely to be most viable

are the least desirable ones.

Krishna (1998) comes to a similar conclusion using a model with oligopolistic

markets. When an agreement is trade diverting, firms within the trade agreement

are able to increase their market share in the other country at the expense of

firms outside the trade agreement. However, trade creating trade agreements are

somewhat zero-sum for firms because they lose market share in their own country

as they gain market share in the other countries. Again, trade diverting trade

agreements are more likely to be formed.

The literature suggests that it is possible to form an entirely trade creating trade

agreement. However, when producers are able to pressure their government, trade

diversion is the main motivation for forming trade agreements.

2.1.4 Stumbling blocks vs building blocks

There has been recent theoretical and empirical work looking into whether regional

trade agreement are a building block or a stumbling block for multilateral trade

liberalisation.

Theoretical literature is mixed on whether regional trade agreements enhance or

slow multilateral tariff reduction. There are incentives for governments to reduce

multilateral tariffs after an agreement but there are also incentives to maintain

or increase them. The higher the multilateral tariff, the greater the welfare loss is

through trade diversion. This incentivises a government to reduce multilateral tariffs

in response. However, this trade diversion effect is welfare enhancing to producers

within the trade agreement who may be politically powerful and oppose multilateral

tariff reduction (Krishna 1998). In addition, preferential access is more valuable

when there is a greater preference margin, the difference between the multilateral
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rate and the preferential rate. Therefore, a government may reduce multilateral

tariffs less than they otherwise would. The US, for example, may maintain higher

multilateral tariffs than they otherwise would to make sure preferential access to the

US market is valuable. Offering preferential access to the US market is then used to

pressure other countries into concessions on both trade and non-trade issues, such

as intellectual property. Regional trade agreements would lead to a slower rate of

multilateral tariff reduction than in a world without them. Welfare analysis suggests

regional trade agreements complement multilateral tariffs reduction but there may

be political factors which lessen multilateral tariff reduction.

The theoretical literature suggests that it is not possible to say in the abstract

whether free trade agreements or customs unions have the larger trade diversion

effect. Countries in a free trade agreement are less able to coordinate and have less

market power when setting optimum tariffs than the same countries in a customs

union. This suggests that the optimal tariff for a customs union is higher and trade

diversion greater. However, increasing tariffs in a customs union has a free rider

problem. An industry in one country pays the cost of lobbying their government to

negotiate higher tariffs for the customs union as a whole but the industry in both

countries benefit so external tariffs in a customs union may be lower. The free rider

problem becomes greater the larger the customs union.

The empirical literature suggests that there is an effect from regional trade

agreements to multilateral tariff reduction but is mixed on whether it enhances it

or slows it down. Estevadeordal et al. (2008) finds evidence in ten Latin American

countries that preferential tariff reduction through free trade agreements but not

customs unions is associated with reduction in most favoured nation (MFN) tariff

rates of the same product. Limão (2006) asks a different question, whether the US

would have negotiated lower MFN bindings in the Uruguay Round (1986-1994) in

the absence of their free trade agreements. This is done using the reduction in the

bindings for goods the US did not import from any country with which it had a free

trade agreement as the counterfactual. They find that bindings fell more for the

goods in the counterfactual than goods that were traded with any or all countries

with which there was a trade agreement. These differing results could be because the

incentives are different for developed and developing countries. A consensus hasn’t

been reached on whether regional trade agreement enhance of slow multilateral tariff

reduction.

Viner’s (1950) analysis was of trade creation and trade diversion with other country’s

tariffs fixed. This empirical literature suggests that trade agreements affect both
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multilateral and bilateral barriers to trade.

2.2 Econometric issues

The gravity model has been used to predict the impact of trade policy on bilateral

trade flows since its introduction by Tinbergen (1962). The simplest version of the

gravity estimates to estimate the impact of being part of the EU predicts exports

(Xij) from countries i to j based on the GDPs of the exporting and importing

countries (Yi and Yj), distance (D), a dummy for sharing a land border (N):

lnXij = β0 + β1 lnYi + β2 lnYj + β3Dij + β4Nij + β5RTA
EU
ij + εij.

The deviation from normal trade flows from belonging to the EU is measured by

a dummy (RTAEUij ) equal to 1 if the trade flow is between countries in the EU.

Tinbergen estimates this equation for the year 1960.

A pioneering contribution in estimating the effects of trade agreements was made

by Frankel, Stein & Wei (1995), using the same base equation as Tinbergen. They

estimate separate equation for six single-year cross-sections to identify the effects of

different regional groupings over time, such as the European Union MERCOSUR.

They find significant and positive effects from belonging to these two agreements in

the cross section, more than can be explained by the four standard gravity variables

in Tinbergen and common language. However, two issues arise with identifying

these positive coefficients with trade creation.

1. There may be omitted variables bias. Countries may trade more for historical

reasons which are correlated with forming trade agreements.

2. There may be simultaneity bias. Trade agreements and trade flows may be

codetermined, with each variable affecting the other.

3. The expanded trade may be the result of trade creation or trade diversion

These issues must be addressed in order to identify trade creation and trade diversion

effects.

Estimating the effect of trade agreements in a cross-sectional equation assumes that

trade agreements are exogenous. Baier & Bergstrand (2007) argues that, in cross-

sectional estimation, trade agreements are an endogenous variable. They suggests

that one the motivations for entering into a trade agreement is to set common rules

between countries. If two countries have a high level of domestic regulations that

inhibit trade, then these factors will be in the error term and reduce the level of
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trade. These barriers encourage the countries to to enter into a trade agreement

and the level of regulatory barriers to trade is correlated with the trade agreement

variable. As the high level of regulatory barriers is an omitted variable in the cross-

sectional estimation, treating trade agreements as an exogenous variable leads to

omitted variable bias.

Another source of omitted variable bias is long standing ties between countries.

Early papers (Frankel et al. 1995, Soloaga & Winters 1999) attempt to account for

these ties by adding adding additional variables that are thought to affect trade.

These typically include having a common language, a common coloniser and having

been the same country. However, Cheng & Wall (2005) find that, when estimating

a version of the gravity model similar to ?, in 68% of cases all the error terms for

a country pair have the same sign. If the US and Australia for historical, political

and social factors have an elevated level of bilateral trade, this may be wrongly

attributed to the effect of a trade agreement. Long standing ties may increase the

level of trade and encourage a trade agreement, but including observable variables,

such as a common language, is insufficient to address the potential omitted variables

bias.

To address the omitted variables bias resulting in the the endogeneity of trade

agreements, researchers have attempted to find instrumental variables that are

correlated with trade agreements but uncorrelated with trade flows. Magee (2003)

argues that countries which are more similar in size (as measured by log difference

in GDP) and capital-labour ratio, are both democracies, have a high share of trade

which is within-industry and have relatively balanced trade are more likely to form

a trade agreement and these variables are uncorrelated with trade flows. However,

these instruments may be correlated with trade flows for three reasons. Firstly,

monopolistic competition models of trade predict countries that are similar in size

should trade more relative to GDP. Debaere (2005) finds support for this in the

case of OECD countries. Some of the variables used as instruments are sometimes

used in estimates of the gravity equation and may be correlated with trade flows.

Secondly, Baier & Bergstrand (2007) argues that the instruments are likely to be

correlated with unobservables which are correlated with trade flows so they are not

exogenous to trade flows. Thirdly, the coefficients on trade agreements vary from

2.67 to -1.987 depending on which instruments are included. The result is highly

sensitive to which instruments are chosen. The literature suggests there is not much

reason for confidence in the existence of good instruments for trade agreements to

address endogeneity in forming trade agreements.
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A country’s decision on whether to enter a trade agreement may be affected by

the level of trade leading to simultaneity bias (Baier & Bergstrand 2007). If the

United States and China have a high level of trade relative to the natural level

predicted by the gravity model, there may be political pressure to avoid entering a

trade agreement. This would create a downward bias in the cross-sectional estimate

of the effect of trade agreements because high levels of trade relative to the level

predicted by the other gravity model prevent trade agreements. On the other hand,

a high level of trade may encourage countries to enter a trade agreement, leading to

an upwards bias in the estimated effect in the cross-section. Countries which enter

into agreements have a higher than natural level of trade. Simultaneity bias may

upwards or downwards bias the estimate of the effects of trade agreements.

Baier & Bergstrand (2007) argue that endogeneity in the trade agreement variable

is an issue for cross-sectional techniques but not panel data techniques. Panel data

techniques address endogeneity by controlling for unobserved factors which affect

the level of trade. They argue governments enter trade agreements in response to

the level of trade, rather than to recent changes in the level of trade. The bilateral

factors which determine the level of trade and affect the decision to enter a trade

agreement may remain constant over time, at least over a number of years. Panel

data techniques addresses omitted variables bias and simultaneity bias by allowing

the fixed effects to control for the time-invariant factors which affect the level of

trade between a country-pair.

Often papers refer to all expansions of trade after a trade agreement as trade

creation. However, using Viner’s framework, only expansions of trade that are not

due to trade diversion should be referring to as trade creation Magee (2008).

Many results in the gravity model literature seem to be fragile Ghosh & Yamarik

(2004) argue the researcher has a lot of discretion in choosing which variables to

include in their specification in addition to country GDPs and distance, and their

choices reflect their prior beliefs. Ghosh & Yamarik find that the estimates of the

gravity model are sensitive to which additional variables are included. Estimate

using fixed effects may also be fragile. Glick & Rose (2015) find that using country-

pair fixed effects, currency unions seem to boost trade but the the European

Monetary Union (EMU) appears to substantially decrease trade. However, with

the addition of exporter-time and importer-time fixed effects, currency unions and

the EMU appear to increase trade.
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2.3 Findings

Frankel et al. (1995) uses single-year cross sectional estimates to examine trade flows

between countries. Dummies are used to study the effect of being in the same region

and belonging to various RTAs. Belonging to the EU in 1985 is associated with triple

the level of trade compared to the baseline. This is a very large effect.

Baier & Bergstrand (2007) estimates that the impact of an RTA is a 58 percent

increase in trade. Taking into account the typical 10-year phase in period of RTAs

with lagged RTA dummies, the estimated impact is a doubling of trade after 10

years. Moderate but economically significant trade expansion effects are typical of

the recent gravity literature.

Magee (2008) study trade creation and trade diversion and finds trade agreements

increase trade by 35% but does not find evidence of a trade diversion effect. The

RTAs of the 1980s and 1990s are estimated to have increased the level of trade by 42%

and the trade diversion effect is insignificant. Using the same model to estimate the

effect of individual agreements, trade creation is implied to be substantially larger

than trade diversion. However, in some cases both extra-bloc trade and intra-bloc

trade fell, likely due to unobserved shocks.

Dai et al. (2014) finds a much more significant trade diversion effect. They use Baier

& Bergstrand’s (2007) specification as a base and find similar intra-bloc effects.

However, they augment it with two dummies to account for importer and exporter

trade diversion and and find large importer trade diversion effects. It’s implied

that imports from outsiders of a trade agreement decrease 57 percent compared

to the baseline. They suggest that consumers change their source of consumption

in response to a change in prices. The estimate for exporter trade diversion is not

significant. A fixed cost of entry into foreign markets may cause exporters to remain

in foreign markets despite changes in trade barriers. The size of the trade diversion

effect is very large and contrasts with earlier studies which find limited evidence of

trade diversion.
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Chapter 3

Methodology and Data

In order to estimate the impact of Australia’s regional trade agreements on trade

flows, the gravity model of trade controls for the other determinants of trade.

Tinbergen (1962) proposes the determinants of trade are the size of countries and

the distance between them, which is thought to relate to trade costs. However,

other determinants of trade costs have been identifed, such as sharing a common

laguage. Rather than adding variables thought to relate to trade costs, country-pair

fixed effects allow for controlling for observable and unobservable characteristics that

affect trade costs. After controlling for the determinants of trade flows, I estimate

the impact of Australia’s trade agreements on trade expansion and trade diversion

using dummies.

In Section 3.1, I describe the traditional gravity model and reason to use fixed effects.

Section 3.2 outlines the baseline model, which has fixed effects, before describing

three estimators and the robust standard errors. Section 3.3 adds country-time

fixed effects to the baseline specification to account for multilateral trade costs as

suggested by Anderson & van Wincoop (2003). Section 3.4 provides information

about the data and graphical interpretation of the trade flows after Australia’s trade

agreements.

3.1 The gravity model of trade

Since Tinbergen (1962), the gravity model has been defined with terms that enter

the trade flow equation multiplicatively. The multiplicative form allows the equation

to be log-linearised. The traditional form of the gravity model in the cross section

can be defined as

Xij = GY β1

i Y β2

j Dβ3

ij ηij (3.1)

where E[ηij|Yi, Yj, Dij] = 1 and assumed to be statistically independent of the

covariates (Silva & Tenreyro 2006). Xij is exports from exporting country i to

importing country j, G is a constant in the cross section, Yi are Yj are the GDPs

of the exporting and importing countries, and Dij is the distance between the two

countries.
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To estimate by OLS, equation 3.1 is log-linearised.

lnXij = β0 + β1Y
β1

i + β2Y
β2

j + β3D
β3

ij + β4Nij + ln ηij (3.2)

where ln ηij is a error term statistically independent of the covariates, β0 replaces

G as the constant and Nij is a dummy for when two countries share a land border.

Trade flows for neighbouring countries seems to be higher than predicted by their

distance.

Yi and Yj are referred to as the economic mass variables. The variables proxy for

the production of traded goods in country i and the expenditure on traded goods

in country j (Baldwin & Taglioni 2006).

The expected values of β1 and β2 are unity and the expected value of β3 is −1.

These elasticities seem to be well-supported by data (Head & Mayer 2014).

Distance Dij is thought to correspond to trade costs. Other variables such as

sharing a language or colonial history may affect trade costs and these are often

included when estimating the traditional gravity model. Fixed effects for country-

pairs capture these trade costs but also unobserved ones so bilateral trade costs are

more consistently controlled for than by using distance and observables (Cheng &

Wall 2005).

3.2 Baseline model

Following Magee (2008), I have chosen to estimate a specification of the gravity

model with time fixed effects and dyad fixed effects. A dyad is a set of two countries.

All the trade flows from Australia to the US and all the trade flows from the US

to Australia in all years in the sample belong to the same dyad. For dyads, the

country-pair fixed effects do not differ according to the direction of trade γij = γji.

The trade costs controlled for by the fixed effects are assumed to be symmetric.

This specification takes advantage of the panel structure of the data to account

for any time-invariant social, cultural and political factors which affect the level

of trade between two countries. As these factors are unobservable and cannot be

properly accounted for by observable variables, country-pair effects are important.

These factors may be correlated with signing a trade agreement so the estimates

will otherwise be biased.
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Specifically I estimate:

lnXijt = β0 + β1 ln(Yit) + β2 ln(Yjt) + γij + αt + +β3RTA
k
ijt + β4TD

k
ijt + εijt (3.3)

where:

− Xijt is nominal exports in current US dollars from country i to country j in

year t

− Yit is real GDP in constant 2005 dollars for country i in year t

− Yjt is real GDP in constant 2005 dollars for country j in year t

− γij are time-invariant country-pair fixed effects

− αt are time fixed effects

− RTAkijt is a dummy for Australia’s trade agreements. It is equal to 1 if

Australia has a trade agreement in force with the other country in year t.

− TDk
ijt is a dummy for trade diversion. It is equal to 1 if one of the two countries

belongs to one of the agreements being considered and the other country is

excluded from the agreement.

− εijt is an error term.

The error term εijt is assumed to have a mean of 0 and not contain any

omitted variables correlated with any of the covariates. I assume the variance is

heteroskedasitic and there is serial correlation for observations of the same trade flow

over time. I account for the heteroskedasticity and correlation of the error terms over

time using cluster-robust standard errors, which generalise White standard errors

to allow for arbitrary correlation in the errors between observations within the same

cluster. I cluster on the dyad level.

Yit and Yjt are the economic mass variables. They are a proxy for the production

of tradable goods in country i and the expenditure on tradable goods in country j.

The expected signs for β1 and β2 are positive. The expected coefficient is unity,

The country-pair fixed effects in Magee (2008) are symmetric fixed effects (γij = γji).

Exports from Australia to the US have the same fixed effect as exports from the US

to Australia. The effect of trade costs and time-invariant variables such as distance,

sharing a border, having a common language and close social and political ties are
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assumed to affect both trade flows symmetrically. The alternative is to relax this

restriction and use different fixed effects for each of the two trade flows. However,

trade agreement are not assumed to affect the direction of trade, having dyad fixed

effects shouldn’t have a large effect on the results.

Geographic variables, include distance and sharing a land border, are replaced in

equation 3.2 by dyad fixed effects γij. The fixed effects don’t require making any

assumption about measuring distance and the effects of being neighbours. Distances

between capitals are the most commonly used measure of distance but the distance

between Canberra and Washington may not be the relevant distance for trade

between Australia and the US. The US-Canada border may be easier to trade across

than the China-India border. The effect of distance on trade is often thought to be

a result of trade costs. The introduction of fixed effects mean that land distances

do not need to be assumed to have the same effect as sea distances. Country-pair

fixed effects address issues related to geography and trade costs when estimating the

gravity equation.

As the equation includes real GDP measured in constant 2005 dollars, trade flows

need to be in converted as well. However, there aren’t any price indices for exports

to convert the trade flows into the same units as real GDP. The time dummies αt

provide the conversion factors necessary to account for the potential bias. They also

capture year-specific shocks to trade.

The variables of interest are RTAkijt and TDk
ijt. The trade expansion dummy RTAkijt

estimates the effect of a trade agreement on the level of trade between countries

within the trade agreement. It takes the value of 1 if the two countries in the

pair have a trade agreement in the year. A positive sign on RTAkijt suggests the

agreement expanded trade between the countries within the agreement.

The trade diversion dummy TDk
ijt estimates the reduction in trade between countries

inside the agreement with countries outside it. It switches to 1 whenever one of the

two countries is excluded from a trade agreement. In the following example, there

are no trade agreements at t = 0 so all the dummies are 0. At t = 1, Australia signs

a trade agreement with New Zealand. The RTAkijt dummy switches to 1 for the

Australia-New Zealand pair and the TDk
ijt dummy switches to 1 for all other pairs

with either Australia or New Zealand. At t = 2, the USA signs a trade agreement

with Australia and the trade diversion switches to 1 for the Australia and New

Zealand pair because New Zealand experiences trade diversion with Australia as

the US gains access to the Australian market. All trade flows involving the US
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also experience trade diversion. The specification isn’t collinear because there are

country pairs without trade agreements. A negative sign on TDk
ijt suggests the

agreement reduced trade with countries outside the agreement.

i j

1. AUS 2. NZL

1. AUS 3. USA

1. AUS 4. JPN

1. AUS 5. CHN

2. NZL 3. USA

2. NZL 4. JPN

2. NZL 5. CHN

3. USA 4. JPN

3. USA 5. CHN

4. JPN 5. CHN

RTA TD



0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

t = 0

⇒

RTA TD



1 0

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 0

0 0

0 0

t = 1

⇒

RTA TD



1 1

1 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 0

t = 2

(3.4)

The signs on RTAkijt and TDk
ijt may both be estimated to be negative. It doesn’t

seem that a free trade agreement would reduce a country’s total trade, except in

that it may encourage protection. The most natural way that a free trade agreement

could reduce total trade would be to put extra pressure on governments to protect

domestic industries – that is, to use administered protection, such as anti-dumping

actions and countervailing duties, and to increase subsidies and assistance. This

response can increase protection without violating WTO rules prohibiting countries

from raising tariffs after a free trade agreement or customs union (Bhagwati 2008).

These actions could cause a large trade diversion and even increase protection against

countries inside a trade agreement.

These effects will be captured in the estimates using this specification. The

specification estimates the change in bilateral trade after a trade agreement,

accounting for origin and destination country GDP and year-specific shocks to world

trade. The effect of this increased protection after a trade agreement would be

reflected in RTAkijt and TDk
ijt. The signs for both may be negative.

The signs for the trade diversion dummy may be positive. ?? suggests that the

trade diversion dummy reflects changes in openness to trade. If countries outside

the trade agreement experience lower trade costs as well after a trade agreement,
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the trade diversion coefficient may be positive.

A negative sign on TDk
ijt is not sufficient to suggest trade diversion because the logic

of trade diversion requires trade to be diverted from third countries to countries

inside the agreement. This suggests that an an abnormal reduction in trade with

third countries needs to be accompanied by an abnormal increase in trade with

countries inside the agreement to provide evidence of trade diversion.

3.2.1 Estimation

I assume the error εijt is correlated for observations of trade flows within the same

dyad over time but the errors between dyads are uncorrelated and use cluster-robust

standard errors. The dyad and time fixed effects γij and αt control for some of the

correlation in the errors of observations for trade flows within the same dyad or

within the same time period but there is still correlation they do not control for.

The standard way to deal with correlation within clusters is to use cluster-robust

standard errors, which are robust to arbitrary correlation within clusters, such as

at the level of a household, firm or state. Cluster-robust standard errors allow for

arbitrary correlation, including serial correlation, of the error term within the same

cluster. The cluster-robust standard errors are clustered over the dyads1 in equation

3.3. Cluster-robust standard errors require a large number of clusters and with 50

countries, there are up to 1225 clusters so this requirement is met.

Observation between different clusters are assumed to be uncorrelated. It is possible

to cluster also on the time dimension but with fewer units on the time dimension,

it is less reasonable. The time fixed effects center the residuals on this dimension

around 0 and control for common shocks to world trade. This lessens the concern

about correlation on the time dimension.

The gravity model can be estimated in a log-linear form with OLS but Silva &

Tenreyro (2006) brought to attention an important issue regarding this 2.

Suppose actual exports are given by Xij = exp(z′ijβ)ηij, where z′ij is a vector of all

the determinants of bilateral trade costs and the exporter and importer fixed effects,

β is a vector of coefficients on these variables and η is a multiplicative error term.

The gravity model equation is estimated with error. One way to specify the error is

to express it as the difference between data and prediction εij ≡ Xij−exp(z′ij)β) so

Xij = exp(z′ijβ)+εij. Another way is to express it as the ratio of data to prediction

1Dyads are symmetric country-pair fixed effects.
2The discussion about heteroskedasticity in the gravity model is largely based on Head & Mayer

(2014)
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ηij ≡ Xij/exp(z′ijβ).

After taking logs, the linear regression error term becomes ln ηij = lnXni−z′ijβ. It is

neccessary for ln η to be independent from zij for it to have a zero conditional mean.

Silva & Tenreyro (2006) show that if the variance of η is dependent on z′ij , then

log transformation will prevent ln η from having a zero conditional mean, leading to

inconsistent estimates of the coefficients of E[Xij|zij ] in linear regression.

Both the Poisson and Gamma Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood (PML) estimators can

be applied to the gravity model, estimate Xij = exp(z′ijβ)ηij directly and avoid this

issue. They are not affected by the bias introduced by log-linearisation when η is

heteroskedastic3.

Both Poission and Gamma PML deliver consistent estimates of the coefficietns so

long as E[Xij|zij ] = exp(z′ijβ). As both the Poisson and Gamma PML estimators

are consistent under the same conditional mean assumption, the estimates should

converge given a large sample. The OLS estimates will only converge on the

estimators of the other two estimators if ηij is homoskedastic log-normal.

Which estimator is more efficient depends on the relationship between the variance

and the expected value. Consider the following case:

Var[Xij|zij ] = hE[Xij|zij ]λ

If λ = 1, then the constant variance to mean ratio assumption holds and Poisson

PML estimator is more efficient. If λ = 2, the the constant coefficient of variation

assumption holds and the standard deviation is proportional to the mean. In this

case, the Gamma PML estimator is more efficient. An example of a probability

distribution with constant coefficient of variation is the log-normal distribution.

3The first order condition of the Poisson PML estimator minimises level deviations of the
predicted from the actual value. The first order condition for the estimator is:∑

(Xij − X̂ij)zij = 0

where
∑

is the summation over all the observations of trade flows between country-pairs and
X̂ij = exp(z′ijβ) is the predicted value of trade flows conditional on the observables.

The first order conditions of the Gamma PML also takes the level of the dependent variable:

∑(
Xij

X̂ij

− 1

)
zij = 0

It minimises percentage deviations so pursues a similar objective to OLS.
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Whether the Poisson or the Gamma PML estimator is more efficient depends on

how the variance relates to the expected value. If the variance is proportional to

the mean, Poisson PML is more efficient. If the variance depends on higher powers

of E[Xij|zij ], then Gamma PML may be more efficient(Silva & Tenreyro 2006).

Both Poisson and Gamma PML remain consistent even if h > 1 and there is

overdispersion. Having overdispersion is not an issue for the consistency of either

estimator.

Another potential issue is the zeros in the trade data 4. These zeros may arise out

of a statistical processes, such as having small positive trade flows being rounded

down to zero or trade flows being misrecorded as zero at random. Such zeros are

not of serious concern because the errors do not depend on the covariates. Zeros

may also arise from a structural process, such as having trade flows between two

distant poor countries being truly zero. In a simulation study, Mart́ınez-Zarzoso

(2013) show that both the Poisson and the Gamma PML perform well when zeros

are generated by a random process. However, they perform a second test where

the zeros are generated by a non-random process of a certain group being assigned

zero with a 50% probability. The process is analogous to having the smallest or

poorest countries have zero for exports. The Gamma PML estimator is shown to be

severely biased in this test. This bias of the Poisson PML estimator is considerably

lower. The Poission PML estimator performs well but the Gamma PML estimator

is severely biased.

Not all simulation studies find the Poisson PML estimator performs well. Head &

Mayer (2014) find that setting trade flows below a certain cut-off to 0 and using the

homoskedastic log-normal distribution assumption about the error, the Poisson PML

estimator is severely biased and has a worse performance than the Gamma PML

estimator. Under the constant variance to mean ratio distribution assumption5, the

Poisson PML estimator is shown to be unbiased. The Gamma PML estimator still

shows severe bias in both cases.

However Mart́ınez-Zarzoso (2013) also considers a log-normal homoskedastic error

term when they generate zero trade flows with a non-random process but the results

do not show severe bias in the Poisson PML estimator. The different assumption

4Helpman, Melitz & Rubinstein (2008) document that half of all country-pairs have zero trade
flows in one or both directions.

5λ = 1
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about how the zeros are generated may explain the different results. The results of

simulation studies are sensitive to their assumptions.

Head & Mayer (2014) do find support for using the Poisson PML estimator. They

suggest that the selection of estimator should be contingent on the distribution

assumption about the error term. They perform a test on real data to produce an

estimate for λ. The result of the test finds λ̂ to be significantly less than 2, which

suggests using the Poisson PML estimator. Despite the poor performance of the

Poisson PML estimator under one of the cases, they argue that the data supports

using the Poisson PML estimator.

Literature suggests the Poisson and Gamma PML estimators are robust to

heteroskedasticity while OLS estimates are severely biased unless η is homoskedastic

log-normal. If η is homoskedastic log-normal and the model is correctly specified,

all three estimators should converge on the same estimates. Generally the Poisson

PML estimator appears to be robust to misspecification when the data has many

zeros. However, the Gamma PML estimator seems to perform badly when there are

structural zeros.

3.3 Extensions: Adding country-time fixed effects

Anderson & van Wincoop (2003) argue that after explicitly accounting for trade

costs, barriers to trade have three components: a bilateral barrier to trade, a

multilateral barriers to trade for exporters against all countries and a multilateral

barrier to trade for importers against all countries. They refer to the multilateral

barriers to trade as multilateral resistance.

A decline in multilateral resistance leads a country to export more to the world and

import more from the world. Using time-invariant fixed effects can’t account for

change in multilateral resistance but country-time fixed effects can account for it.

Country-time fixed effects are an indicator for the exporter interacted with the time

and an indicator for the importer interacted with time. Adding exporter-time fixed

effect ωij and importer-time fixed effect θit results in:

lnXijt = β0 + γij + ωit + θjt + β3RTA
k
ijt + β5TD

k
ijt + εijt (3.5)

Yit and Yjt and αt are no longer included in this equation. GDP is included for

by the country-time fixed effects and adding αt would make the equation collinear.

Dyad fixed effects γij remain in the equation to control for bilateral trade costs.
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The advantage of this specification is that the country-time fixed effects control for

additional variables that affect trade flows. If Chile’s multilateral resistance falls and

this coincides with Australia entering a trade agreement with Chile, the estimated

effect of the trade agreement in the baseline specification will be confounded by the

effect of the fall in multilateral resistance.

However, trade diversion cannot be estimated with exporter-time fixed effects ωit

in this equation because the fixed effect captures all the variation in a country’s

exports. The change in exports within an agreement and outside an agreement sum

up to the total change in exports for a country.

3.4 Data

Table 3.1 presents the data used in the study. Xijt are exports from i and j in

year t. The reporter country is the origin country i. Australia to New Zealand

exports (Australian exports) are reported by Australia. New Zealand to Australia

exports (Australian imports) are reported by New Zealand. The value of the trade

flow in the local currency is converted at the average local currency unit/US dollar

exchange rate for the reporting year t. The source is the IMF Direction of Trade

Statistics database 6.

Yit and Yjt are country GDPs in constant 2005 dollars. They are national currency

GDP series deflated using the country’s local price series. The various local price

indices are indexed to be 1 in 2005 and the various components of GDP are deflated

at the highest level of detail possible and used to calculate the constant price series

of local currency GDP. Then they are converted to US dollars at the 2005 average

local currency unit/US dollar exchange rate. The source is the World Bank World

Development Indicators7.

In Section 4.5, I use data disaggregated by Standard International Trade Classifi-

cation (SITC) 1-digit categories. The SITC 1-digit categories classify trade into 10

broad categories. The data is from COMTRADE8.

Data for trade agreements, the countries involved and the dates of entry into force,

are from de Sousa (2012), who uses information from the WTO. The data is up to

6https://data.imf.org/?sk=9D6028D4-F14A-464C-A2F2-59B2CD424B85
7http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.KD
8http://comtrade.un.org/
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date as of 4 October 2014. If an agreement entered into force in the middle of 2004,

it is considered to be in force in 2004 if it entered into force before 30 June 2004.

Otherwise, it is considered to have entered into force in 2005. The data is fairly

comprehensive and covers 261 free trade agreements and customs unions. It doesn’t

cover agreements exclusively for trade in services or any partial scope agreements,

which cover only a limited number of products.

I extract eight free trade agreements from the data on RTAs and use them to

calculate a dummy for Australian trade agreements and individual Australian trade

agreements. Data about them is presented in Table 3.2.

I used the CEPII GeoDist database 9 for data on commonly used gravity variables

in section 4.1. The distance measure Dij is a simple measure of distance. It takes

the longitude and latitude of the most populous city in the countries and uses the

great-circle distance formula to calculate the shortest distance between them on the

surface of a sphere. Nij is a dummy for if the countries share a border.

I have data from these sources for 1960-2014. I have chosen a sample of 50 countries

and have gathered data for trade flows between all of the countries. The list of

countries arranged by region is in Appendix A.2.

Figures 3.1–3.3 illustrate the trade flows between Australia and the countries

Australia has a trade agreement with, organised by region and labelled by whether

they represent an export from Australia or an import into Australia10 Figure 3.1a

shows that trade flows increased after the 2005 US-Australia FTA but there is

a noticeable fall in trade in 2008, corresponding to the financial crisis of 2007–

2008. There does not appear to be much increase in trade in the 2000s before

the agreement entered into force in 2005. After that, trade flows seem to increase,

especially Australian imports.

In Figure 3.1b, Chile reported zero trade with Australia between 1976 and 1986.

This may be due to rounding down. The values of trade flows between Australia

and Chile were relatively low before 2000, less than $100 million. It seems that trade

grew rapidly after 2000. After the agreement in 2009, both exports and imports

appear to have doubled.

9http://www.cepii.fr/CEPII/en/publications/wp/abstract.asp?NoDoc=3877
10The trade flow labelled as the import trade flow is from export data reported by the other

country. I chose to illustrate the export data because I use it to estimate the gravity model
specifications.
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Trade grew between Australia and the ASEAN countries in the sample after the

ASEAN-Australia FTA in Figure 3.2a but it seems that growth in trade slowed

down after the agreement. It doesn’t appear that trade grew more rapidly after the

agreement than before it and the agreement may not have had much of an effect.

The Thailand-Australia FTA entered into force in 2005. Figure 3.2b shows a tripling

of imports and and a doubling of exports between 2005 and 2010. It seems the

agreement is associated with a large increase in trade.

The Singapore-Australia FTA also seems to be associated with a large increase in

trade after the agreement in FIgure 3.2c. Whereas there is not much change in trade

before the agreement, imports increase for $5 billion to $15 billion between 2003 and

2008 and exports show an increase as well. 11

Figure 3.2d shows the Malaysia-Australia FTA in 2013. There seems to a small in

trade flows after the agreement.

Figure 3.3a suggests that there was a doubling of trade between the 1983 Australia-

New Zealand Closer Economic Relations agreement and 1991. It also shows a jump

in the level of trade in the 2000s.

The Papua New Guinea agreement in Figure 3.3b seems to be associated with a jump

in exports but not much change in imports. There is a jump in exports around 1990

but there isn’t a clear upward trend in trade flows under the 2000s.

11In 1964 and 1965, the export trade flow is zero because Singapore was not an independent
country between 1963 and 1965. Singapore doesn’t report trade between 1964 and 1968.
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Variable Definition Long definition Source
Xijt Nominal exports

elcu/$X
lcu
ijt

IMF DOTS

Yit, Yit Country GDPs
elcu/$Y

lcu
it

P lcu
it

World Bank WDI

RTAkijt RTA dummy Country-pair have an
RTA in year t

de Sousa (2012)

Dij Distance Distance between the
most populous cities

CEPII GeoDist

Nij Neighbour dummy Countries share a land
border

CEPII GeoDist

Table 3.1: Variables

Name Year Phased
in

Notes

Papua New Guinea-Australia
Trade and Commercial Rela-
tions Agreement (PATCRA)

1977 N/A A second agreement was
signed in 1991

Australia-New Zealand Closer
Economic Relations (CER)

1983 1990

Singapore-Australia FTA 2003 N/A

Thailand-Australia FTA 2005 2015

US-Australia FTA 2005 2015 Exclusions: sugar; Quotas
on dairy, beef, tobacco, cot-
ton, peanuts and avocados
expanded

Chile-Australia FTA 2009 2015 Exclusions: sugar

ASEAN-Australia FTA 2010 2020 Phased in by 2025 for In-
donesia

Malaysia-Australia FTA 2013 2017

Table 3.2: Agreements
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Figure 3.1: Americas
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Figure 3.2: Asia

(a) ASEAN
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(c) Singapore
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Figure 3.3: Oceania

(a) New Zealand
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Chapter 4

Empirical Results

I use three estimators to estimate the gravity model: the OLS estimator, the

Poisson Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood estimator and the Gamma Pseudo-Maximum

Likelihood estimator. This is done to establish the robustness of the results and to

compare the results to previous results in the literature.

In Section 4.1, I estimate a specification that considers only country size and

geographical variables to demonstrate the sensitivity of the results to specification.

Section 4.2 takes advantage of the panel structure of the data to account for bilateral

trade costs and barriers to trade with country-pair fixed effects. In Section 4.3, I

add country-year fixed effects to account for the barriers to trade that each country

faces with all its trading partners. In Section 4.4, sub-samples account for changing

bilateral trade costs in different time periods. In Section 4.5, the US-Australia Free

Trade Agreement is investigated with commodity level data.

4.1 Traditional gravity model

A recent review (Cardamone 2009) found that the most common approach in

evaluating regional trade agreements has been to use the traditional form of the

gravity model. The traditional form typically relates trade flows to country size,

geographical variables and other variables thought to relate to trade cost, such as

having a common language. Anderson (2010) suggests the continued use of the

traditional form is a result of the form being relatively well established.

The traditional form of the gravity model is estimated with exports Xijt, country

GDPs Yit and Yjt, distance Dij and a dummy for sharing a land border Nij:

lnXijt = β0 + β1Yit + β2Yjt + αt + β3Dij + β4Nij + β5RTA
other
ijt

+β6RTA
Aust.
ijt + β7TD

Aust.
ijt + εijt

(4.1)

RTAotherijt is dummy for every trade agreement other than the ones with Australia,

RTAAust.ijt is a dummy for the eight Australian free trade agreements and TDAust.
ijt is a

dummy for exclusion from any of the eight agreements. The equation includes year
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES OLS PPML Gamma OLS PPML Gamma

lnYit 0.996*** 0.649*** 0.754*** 1.004*** 0.684*** 0.758***
(0.020) (0.028) (0.021) (0.020) (0.029) (0.020)

lnYjt 0.896*** 0.707*** 0.786*** 0.903*** 0.743*** 0.793***
(0.018) (0.034) (0.029) (0.018) (0.035) (0.027)

lnDij -0.851*** -0.453*** -0.986*** -0.807*** -0.439*** -0.951***
(0.043) (0.065) (0.066) (0.043) (0.065) (0.065)

Nij 0.579*** 0.863*** 0.455* 0.642*** 0.901*** 0.522**
(0.152) (0.157) (0.250) (0.151) (0.158) (0.240)

RTAother
ijt 0.280*** 0.152 -0.216** 0.292*** 0.131 -0.245**

(0.070) (0.103) (0.104) (0.070) (0.105) (0.100)
RTAAust.

ijt 2.168*** 0.696** 1.431***
(0.231) (0.324) (0.177)

TDAust.
ijt 0.739*** 0.302*** 0.690***

(0.070) (0.094) (0.075)
RTAUSA

ijt -1.714*** -0.722* -1.386***
(0.290) (0.403) (0.370)

RTAChile
ijt -0.968** -1.520*** -1.593***

(0.447) (0.322) (0.352)
RTAASEAN

ijt 0.861*** 0.597*** -0.029
(0.332) (0.196) (0.234)

RTAThailand
ijt 1.810*** 1.060*** 0.818***

(0.304) (0.243) (0.255)

RTASingapore
ijt 2.706*** 2.441*** 2.060***

(0.445) (0.340) (0.353)

RTAMalaysia
ijt 0.989** 0.823*** 0.539**

(0.392) (0.197) (0.253)
RTANewZealand

ijt 2.290*** 0.907*** 0.987***
(0.158) (0.206) (0.255)

RTAPNG
ijt 3.167*** 2.025*** 2.279***

(0.132) (0.204) (0.255)
TDUSA

ijt -0.628*** -0.001 -0.183
(0.111) (0.102) (0.148)

TDChile
ijt -0.517*** -0.526*** 0.028

(0.142) (0.147) (0.187)
TDASEAN

ijt 0.409*** 0.421*** 0.463***
(0.089) (0.086) (0.069)

TDThailand
ijt 0.635*** 0.177 0.245

(0.117) (0.150) (0.151)

TDSingapore
ijt 1.121*** 1.091*** 1.094***

(0.126) (0.143) (0.170)

TDMalaysia
ijt 0.221** 0.029 -0.024

(0.106) (0.091) (0.110)
TDNewZealand

ijt 0.370*** -0.484*** 0.108
(0.118) (0.094) (0.127)

TDPNG
ijt -0.119 -0.144 -0.012

(0.152) (0.198) (0.207)
Constant -12.140*** -8.594*** -6.216*** -12.696*** -9.618*** -6.653***

(0.538) (0.832) (0.907) (0.534) (0.789) (0.880)

Observations 90,201 99,814 99,814 90,201 99,814 99,814
R-squared 0.682 0.684
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4.1: Basic gravity model
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fixed effects αt. The agreements are also estimated individually. I estimate using

OLS, Poisson Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood (PPML) and Gamma Pseudo-Maximum

Likelihood (Gamma PML) estimators.

In equations (1)-(3) of Table 4.1, the OLS, PPML and Gamma PML estimates of the

elasticities of exports to exporter and importer GDP are 0.996 and 0.896; 0.649 and

0.707 and 0.754 and 0.786. The OLS estimate is the largest, the PPML estimate is

the smallest with the Gamma estimate is between the other two. Mart́ınez-Zarzoso

(2013) finds similar values and the same type of divergence in the estimates. Head

& Mayer (2014) argue that major divergence in large samples between the three

estimators may be a sign of misspecification.

The expected value for the elasticity of exports to GDP is unity. The estimates here

are generally less than unity. Values less than unity are often seen and can arise

from variation in the ratio of tradable to non-tradable goods across country samples

and time periods (Baldwin & Taglioni 2006). There is evidence that the PPML

estimator consistently estimates elasticities less than unity (Silva & Tenreyro 2006).

The OLS, PPML and Gamma PML estimates for elasticity of exports to distance

are −0.851, −0.453 and −0.986. The OLS and Gamma PML estimates estimates

are of much greater absolute magnitude than the PPML estimate. The OLS and

PPML estimates are of smaller absolute magnitude here than in Mart́ınez-Zarzoso

(2013) and the Gamma PML estimate is about the same. The expected value for

the elasticity of trade to distance is −1 and only the Gamma estimate is close. The

effect of distance on trade is lower than expected. There is quite a large divergence

between the three estimates.

The results suggest that sharing a border increases trade and is significant across all

three estimators. The OLS and Gamma coefficients are 0.579 and 0.455. The PPML

coefficient is larger and is 0.863. The PPML effect of borders is twice as large here

than in Mart́ınez-Zarzoso but the Gamma PML estimate is similar. Countries that

share a border should be less distant than the distance variable suggests. Sharing a

border is expected to on average increase trade between countries and this effect is

seen here.

The average treatment effects for the other trade agreements in the RTA dummy

RTAotherijt is positive and significant only for the OLS estimate. As this dummy

captures every trade agreement, except the eight Australia ones, the coefficient

should be similar to the estimates of the average treatment effects of trade
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agreements found in the literature. The coefficient for OLS is smaller than

found in the comparable equation in Silva & Tenreyro (2006) and suggests a

100(e0.28 − 1) = 32.3% increase in trade following a trade agreement. The PPML

estimate is insignificant here and in Silva & Tenreyro. Silva & Tenreyro do not

estimate a traditional gravity equation with the Gamma estimator but the estimate

here is negative and significant, suggesting a reduction in trade following a trade

agreement. There is quite a large divergence in the estimates.

The estimates for the effects of average treatment effect of Australia’s eight trade

agreements is significant and positive. The estimated effects by OLS, PPML and

Gamma are 774%, 100% and 318%. These estimates are implausibly large.

The coefficient on the trade diversion dummy TDAust.
ijt suggests trade increases with

outside countries on average after an agreement. The result is the opposite of what

is expected.

Looking at the effect of individual agreements, the effects on RTAAustijt seem to

be driven by very high estimated effects of trade agreements with countries in Asia

and Oceania. For example, the PPML coefficient for the Singapore-Australia FTA is

2.441 and suggests a 1048% increase in trade. The coefficients for USA and the Chile

FTAs are highly negative. The coefficient of the Chile FTA is −1.520 and suggests a

78% reduction in trade. These results are highly implausible. It suggests that trade

costs and other factors are not properly accounted for in the traditional gravity

model. The predicted level of trade without a trade agreement is underestimated

between Asian and Oceanian countries and Australia and overestimated between

American countries and Australia. The trade agreement adjusts trade to make up

the difference but there is confounding by other factors that affect trade.

The trade diversion coefficients for half the agreements are not significant in the

PPML equation (5). It is significant and negative for Chile and New Zealand,

suggesting reduced trade with outside countries after the agreement, but it is positive

for ASEAN and Singapore, suggesting more trade with outsiders after the agreement.

As the model is likely misspecified, it’s hard to identify what is driving the result.

The traditional gravity model appears to suffer from serious misspecification that

leads to a number of implausible estimates, especially for trade expansion after

a trade agreements. This is due to inadequate estimation of trade costs between

countries. Geography isn’t able to adequately account for trade costs and other
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factors 1.

4.2 Baseline specification

Estimates for Equation 4.2 are presented in Table 4.2:

lnXijt = β0 + β1Yit + β2Yjt + γij +αt + β5RTA
other
ijt + β6RTA

Aust.
ijt + β7TD

Aust.
ijt + εijt

(4.2)

The trade expansion and trade diversion dummies are RTAAust.ijt and TDAust.
ijt and are

for all Australian agreements. RTAotherijt is a dummy for every other trade agreement

and controls for their effects on bilateral trade. There are three equations, using

OLS, Poisson PML and Gamma PML.

This gravity model accounts for factors which influence the level of trade between

countries. The GDP of the origin and destination country are included. These

are proxies for the true variables, the production of tradable goods in the origin

country and the expenditure on tradable goods in the destination country (Baldwin

& Taglioni 2006). The time dummies αt account for common shocks to world trade,

the general increase in trade over time and export price inflation. Time invariant

factors which influence trade between country pairs are accounted for by the dyad2

fixed effects γij. A dyad is a set of two countries. Dyad fixed effects assume trade

costs affect exports from the US to Australia and exports from Australia to the US

equally. Time invariant factors include distance, contiguity and a common coloniser

but also unobservable factors.

The estimate of the elasticity of exports to the GDP of the origin and destination

countries are 1.43 and 1.32 for OLS and 0.96 and 1.01 for PPML. The Gamma

estimate is 1.342 and 1.320. The elasticities for the OLS and the Gamma are higher

than for the PPML. The comparable estimates in Magee (2008) are 0.637 and 0.608

using PPML. All the estimates here are much higher. The expected value is unity,

although estimated elasticities are often less than unity. The Poisson estimates is

close to unity and seem sensible but the OLS and Gamma estimates are higher

than expected. Baier & Bergstrand (2007) find estimated GDP elasticities of 1.27

and 1.22 with OLS. The estimated OLS coefficients here are similar. The PPML

coefficients in Magee (2008) are 0.608 and 0.637 and the coefficients here are larger.

1The results for the trade agreements is not sensitive to adding commonly used gravity
model variables for common official language, common language spoken by more than 9% of the
population, colonial relationship, colonial relationship after 1945, common coloniser after 1945, at
least one country of the pair being landlocked and having been the same country.

2A dyad is set of two elements treated as one. I treat all trade flows in either direction between
two countries with one fixed effect. Magee (2008) uses dyad fixed effects.
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(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES OLS PPML Gamma

lnYit 1.431*** 0.958*** 1.342***
(0.043) (0.080) (0.040)

lnYjt 1.315*** 1.012*** 1.320***
(0.042) (0.086) (0.041)

RTAother
ijt 0.230*** 0.145 0.091*

(0.055) (0.105) (0.049)
RTAAust.

ijt 0.009 -0.157 -0.117
(0.221) (0.131) (0.205)

TDAust.
ijt -0.158*** -0.236*** -0.096**

(0.046) (0.068) (0.047)

Observations 90,201 99,814 99,814
R-squared 0.862
Dyad FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4.2: Baseline specification

Silva & Tenreyro (2006) find estimated GDP elasticities are less than the expected

value of unity when estimated by PPML. Differences in estimated GDP elasticities

likely arise from using a different sample (Baldwin & Taglioni 2006).

The R2 exceeds 0.8 in the OLS equation, which is typical of gravity model equations.

The potential number of observations with 50 countries and 55 years is 134750. The

actual number of observations are 90201 and 99618. Missing values for exports

and real GDP account for this. These observations are N/A for exports or real

GDP for one or both countries. There are more observations in the Poisson

and Gamma equations because observations for zero exports are included. These

observations have a zero recorded for exports, the logarithm of zero is undefined

and the observations are not included in estimating the OLS equation. They are

informative to estimation because a pair of countries may have no trade for economic

reasons. So the zeros should not be excluded from the sample.

For the dummy variable estimating the effect of the other trade agreements

(RTAotherijt ), only the OLS coefficient is significant. The coefficient is 0.23, which

is smaller than Baier & Bergstrand’s (2007) estimate of 0.68 by OLS and Magee’s

(2008) estimate of 0.352 by PPML.

For the Australia trade agreements, the average treatment effect is not significant

by any of the estimators. The PPML estimate has the largest magnitude, followed

by the Gamma PML and OLS estimates.
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On the trade diversion dummy, the coefficients are negative and significant. This

suggests that after a trade agreement, market access for countries not inside the

trade agreement worsens. After a trade agreement between Australia and New

Zealand, for example, it becomes harder for Japan to export goods to Australia

or New Zealand. One explanation could be that Australian and New Zealander

exporters gain preferential access to the other country’s market and take market

share. However, the sign for trade expansion is not significant so the hypothesis

that Australia’s trade agreements have no effect on trade flows for countries inside

them cannot be rejected. Another possible explanation is that trade agreements

leads to pressure from domestic producers that induces governments to increasing

protection against other countries. This could explain a large trade diversion. It

seems that on average, Australia’s trade agreements reduce trade with countries

outside them without increasing trade for countries inside them.

4.2.1 Individual agreements

An alternative to estimating the average effects of the trade agreements is to estimate

the effects of individual trade agreements. Trade agreements may have different

effects on trade depending of which countries are in them and the characteristics of

the agreement. Taking the average effect over the Australian agreements may not

provide a good insight into their effects because some may have a large effect on

trade flows and others may not have an effect or the effects may be of different signs

for different agreements so on average there is no effect. I separately estimate the

effects of individual agreements in Table 4.3.

The sign on the USA-Australia FTA is negative. The coefficient is −0.37 by OLS

and −0.382 by PPML. The coefficient is −0.567 by the Gamma PML estimator

and suggests a somewhat larger reduction in trade. The trade diversion coefficient

is significant and negative in the PPML equation. The USA-Australia FTA is

estimated to have reduced trade between Australia and the US by 31.1% and 31.8%

by the OLS and PPML estimators. The effect is larger with the Gamma estimator,

with a fall of 43.3%. The PPML estimate suggests a 19.1% reduction in trade with

outside countries. These results suggests that the US-Australia FTA reduced trade

between Australia and the US and between both countries and the rest of the world.

The coefficients for the Chile-Australia FTA are positive. The OLS and PPML

coefficients are 1.086 and 1.179. The Gamma PML coefficients is 0.685 and is

smaller. The trade diversion coefficient is positive and significant for the PPML.

The PPML results suggest that the Chile-Australia FTA increased trade by 225%
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(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES OLS PPML Gamma

lnYit 1.446*** 0.974*** 1.340***
(0.042) (0.082) (0.040)

lnYjt 1.330*** 1.028*** 1.318***
(0.041) (0.089) (0.041)

RTAother
ijt 0.244*** 0.129 0.083*

(0.055) (0.106) (0.049)
RTAUSA

ijt -0.370*** -0.382*** -0.567***
(0.130) (0.122) (0.167)

RTAChile
ijt 1.086*** 1.179*** 0.685***

(0.111) (0.081) (0.144)
RTAASEAN

ijt 0.424 -0.060 -0.076
(0.353) (0.097) (0.352)

RTAThailand
ijt 1.100*** 1.115*** 0.916***

(0.211) (0.092) (0.183)

RTASingapore
ijt -1.517*** -0.387*** -1.248***

(0.192) (0.102) (0.169)

RTAMalaysia
ijt -0.590* 0.093** -0.505*

(0.333) (0.043) (0.293)
RTANewZealand

ijt 0.362*** 0.226*** 0.244***
(0.047) (0.079) (0.059)

RTAPNG
ijt -0.372*** -0.222*** -0.437***

(0.095) (0.066) (0.102)
TDUSA

ijt -0.010 -0.212*** -0.019
(0.090) (0.079) (0.078)

TDChile
ijt -0.115 0.338*** 0.171

(0.119) (0.083) (0.123)
TDASEAN

ijt 0.004 -0.120* 0.170**
(0.062) (0.061) (0.067)

TDThailand
ijt 0.423*** 0.266*** 0.260***

(0.105) (0.091) (0.087)

TDSingapore
ijt -0.673*** -0.391*** -0.556***

(0.090) (0.097) (0.083)

TDMalaysia
ijt -0.005 -0.113** -0.059

(0.096) (0.055) (0.121)
TDNewZealand

ijt 0.150 -0.172** -0.098
(0.104) (0.069) (0.098)

TDPNG
ijt -0.047 -0.240** 0.051

(0.121) (0.096) (0.144)

Observations 90,201 99,814 99,814
R-squared 0.862
Dyad FE YES YES YES
Year FE YES YES YES

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4.3: Individual Agreements
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between Australia and Chile. The PPML coefficient for trade diversion is 0.338 and

suggests trade for the two countries increased by 40.2% with outside countries. The

trade expansion is implausibly large and the trade diversion is of an unexpected

sign. The equation may be incorrectly specified and trade costs may have been

much higher between Australia and Chile in the 60s and 70s. A reduction in trade

costs may be a confounding factor in these results. It seems the Chile-Australia

FTA is associated with a large increase in trade both for insiders and outsiders.

The coefficients for the Thailand-Australia FTA are positive. The OLS and PPML

coefficients are 1.100 and 1.115. The Gamma coefficients is 0.916 and is smaller.

For all three estimators the trade diversion coefficient is positive and significant.

The OLS coefficient is 0.423 and is larger than the PPML and Gamma coefficients

of 0.266 and 0.260. By PPML, the results suggest a 205% increase in trade with

the agreement and a 30.5% increase in trade outside the agreement. The effect

within the agreement is implausibly large and the trade diversion coefficient is of

an expected sign. It seems the Thailand-Australia FTA is associated with a large

increase in trade both for insiders and outsiders.

The coefficients for the Singapore-Australia FTA is negative. The coefficients for

the OLS and Gamma estimates are -1.517 and -1.248. The PPML estimate is -0.387

and is much smaller. The OLS result implies a reduction of trade of 78.0% and

the PPML result implies a reduction of 32.4%. For trade diversion, the OLS and

Gamma estimates (-0.673 and -0.556) have a smaller magnitude than the PPML

estimate (-0.391). The OLS result implies a reduction of trade of 49.0% and the

PPML result implies a reduction of 32.4%. These results suggest implausibly large

declines in trade following the trade agreement.

For the Malaysia-Australia FTA has significant results for PPML only. The

coefficient on trade expansion is positive and the coefficient on trade diversion is

negative. The result suggests a small increase in bilateral trade of 9.7% and a

reduction of 12.0%. The result may be affected by small sample bias as there are

only four observations of trade flows after the agreement entered into force in 2013.

The Australia-New Zealand Closer Economic Relations agreement has a positive and

significant coefficient on the trade expansion coefficient. The PPML and Gamma

coefficients are similar at 0.226 and 0.244 and the OLS coefficient is larger at 0.362.

The result contrasts with Cheng & Wall (2005), where the coefficient is negative.

Estimating over a sample that extends to 2014 may mean that the estimator here

is attributing an increase in trade in the 2000s to the trade agreement. Only the
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PPML result for trade diversion is significant. The coefficient has a negative sign.

For the PPML result, the agreement is estimated to have increased trade within

the agreement by 25.4% and reduced outside trade by 18.8%. This result suggests

a trade creation accompanied by a trade diversion.

The Papua New Guinea-Australia Trade and Commercial Region agreement has

negative signs on both the trade expansion and trade diversion coefficients. For

trade expansion, the magnitude is greater for the OLS and Gamma PML estimators

than for the PPML estimator. The estimated effect is a fall in trade both inside

and outside the agreement. There were pre-existing preferences before the trade

agreement and other shocks may have occurred.

In some cases, the PPML coefficients is smaller in absolute magnitude than the OLS

and Gamma coefficients. Head & Mayer (2014) suggests that this patten suggests

small samples bias in the PPML estimator. However, if the effect of small samples

is the attenuate the PPML results, then the use of the PPML estimator may be a

lesser issue compared to the bias from a heteroskedastic error term for OLS and the

poor performance of the Gamma PML estimator in data with many zeroes.

Using the PPML estimates, Table 4.4 provides a summary of the signs for the

individual agreements. Half the signs on the RTA variable are positive and half are

negative. Except for the Malaysia and New Zealand agreements, the RTA and TD

coefficients share the same sign. The New Zealand and Malaysia agreements show

plausible signs of a trade expansion and trade diversion effect.

RTAk
ijt RTAk

ijt TDk
ijt Region

US – – Americas

Chile + + Americas

Thailand + + Asia

Singapore – – Asia

Malaysia + – Asia

New Zealand + – Oceania

PNG – – Oceania

Table 4.4: Summary: Individual Trade Agreements

The coefficients for the agreements other than the New Zealand and Malaysia share
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the same sign. For the Chile and Thailand agreements both signs is positive. The

positive trade expansion sign suggests a fall in bilateral barriers to trade and the

positive trade diversion sign suggests a fall in barriers to trade against all other

countries. For the US and Singapore agreements both signs are negative. This

may arise from rising barriers to trade against all countries. Changing multilateral

barriers to trade aren’t accounted for in this specification. Armstrong (2015)

suggests the estimated decrease in trade for the US agreement may be a result

of the financial crisis leading to a fall in US trade against all countries that is larger

than predicted by a specification with country-pair fixed effects. This effect is likely

to be captured by country-time fixed effects if it affects US capability as an exporter

or openness as an importer. A specification that includes country-time fixed effects

allows for changing multilateral barriers to trade.

4.3 Structural gravity model specification

Anderson & van Wincoop (2003) derive the gravity model and argue for the inclusion

of theoretical price terms that they identify with multilateral trade costs. They

argue fixed effects can control for the terms and in panel data these fixed effects

are country-time fixed effects. Country-time fixed effects control for multilateral

barriers to trade for the importer and exporter country in a trade flow. Trade

agreements may reduce bilateral barriers to trade but if multilateral barriers to

trade fall at the same time, then it would be desirable to control for this fall in order

to have more robust estimates. In the baseline specification, four of the individual

trade agreements trade expansion and trade diversion coefficients have the same

sign suggesting that bilateral trade changed with overall trade flows. Controlling

for multilateral barriers to trade would make the estimates of the effects of policies

more robust to changes in trade costs.

lnXijt = β0 + γij + ωit + θjt + β5RTA
other
ijt + β6RTA

Aust.
ijt + β7TD

Aust.
ijt + εijt (4.3)

ωit and θjt are fixed effects for the exporter and importer that vary by year. These

account for changes in multilateral trade costs, trade costs for the origin and

destination countries which affect trade with every other country. Country-pair

fixed effects γij remain to capture bilateral trade costs.

Table 4.5 presents results for OLS and PPML. To make the estimation time practical,

it is estimated on only every third year in the data. Estimation by the Gamma PML

estimator can’t be conducted in a reasonable amount of time3.

3I ran the estimation procedure for 9 days but was unable to obtain a result. In contrast, OLS
takes 10 minutes and Poisson PML takes 2 hours to run this specification.
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The magnitude on the estimate for the other RTAs is significant only for the OLS

estimates. This was also the case in the baseline specification. The coefficient is

smaller now and both estimates are smaller than the comparable estimate in Magee

(2008). Magee used data from 1980-2000. The inclusion of trade agreements from

after 2000 may be the cause of the lower estimates.

The coefficient for the average trade diversion effect is now insignificant under OLS.

The PPML coefficient has changed signs. It was negative but now is positive,

suggesting a 22.0% increase in trade with outside countries following the agreements.

This contrast with the earlier result. It seems there there is no trade diversion effect

once multilateral resistance is accounted for.

Equations (3) and (4) in Table 4.5 presents estimates for individual agreements.

The exporter-time fixed effect captures all the variation in a country’s exports so

the equation can’t be used to estimate the effect of a trade agreement increasing

trade between countries and decreasing trade with every other country. Only the

trade expansion dummies are included in the equations.

The signs for the US agreement are still negative. The absolute magnitude of the

OLS coefficient of now larger than that of the PPML estimate. The magnitude has

fallen for both the OLS estimate and the PPML estimate. Some of the apparent

negative effect may be due to not accounting for multilateral trade costs. The PPML

estimate implies a 23.5% reduction in trade between Australia and the US after the

agreement. There still appears to be an issue with the estimate for the US-Australia

FTA.

The signs for the Chile agreement remains positive. The OLS coefficient is 1.564

and the PPML coefficient is 0.588. The OLS coefficient is much larger. Ths OLS

estimate implies a 305% increase in trade after the agreement. The PPML estimate

implies a 79.0% increase in trade after the agreement and is more plausible. The

magnitude has increased from the baseline specification for the OLS estimate but

fallen for the PPML estimate.

The signs for the Thailand agreement remains positive. The OLS coefficient of

0.588 is slightly smaller than the PPML coefficient of 0.528. The magnitude of

both the OLS and PPML coefficients have fallen from the baseline coefficients of

1.100 and 1.115. The PPML structural gravity estimate of a 69.6% increase in trade

after the agreement is much more realistic than the estimate of over 200% for the
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES OLS PPML OLS PPML

RTAother
ijt 0.168*** 0.008 0.171*** 0.019

(0.055) (0.062) (0.055) (0.064)
RTAAust.

ijt 0.195 0.093
(0.224) (0.147)

TDAust.
ijt -0.018 0.199***

(0.138) (0.067)
RTAUSA

ijt -0.325** -0.268***
(0.133) (0.104)

RTAChile
ijt 1.564*** 0.588***

(0.241) (0.128)
RTAASEAN

ijt 0.108 -0.137
(0.348) (0.125)

RTAThailand
ijt 0.588*** 0.528***

(0.224) (0.107)

RTASingapore
ijt 0.120 0.237**

(0.214) (0.110)

RTAMalaysia
ijt -0.201 0.369***

(0.320) (0.088)
RTANewZealand

ijt 0.301* 0.788***
(0.156) (0.262)

RTAPNG
ijt -0.190 0.198

(0.282) (0.193)

Observations 34,879 39,922 34,879 39,922
R-squared 0.895 0.895
Dyad FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country-time FE No No Yes Yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4.5: Structural Gravity Model
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baseline specification. It seems that introducing country-time fixed effects improves

the plausibility of the results by accounting for important omitted variables.

The coefficients for the Singapore agreement have changed from the baseline

estimate. The signs are negative in the baseline specification but now are positive.

Only the PPML result is significant. The PPML estimate is of a 24.4% increase in

trade. Singapore is one of the Asian tiger countries that developed rapidly through

trade. The baseline specification may not account for this properly.

The signs for the New Zealand agreement remain positive but the OLS coefficient

is insignificant. The PPML coefficient is 0.788 and is much larger than in the

baseline specification, where it was 0.266. It suggests a 115% increase in the level of

trade within the agreement. Baier & Bergstrand’s (2007) estimate for the average

treatment effect of trade agreements is a doubling of trade in a specification with

dyad and country-time fixed effects so this increase is not entirely implausible.

However, factors unrelated to the trade agreement may have affected trade between

1983 and 2014 and account for this.

All the estimates for the PNG agreement are now insignificant. It seems the PNG

agreement didn’t have much of an effect of the level of trade between Australia and

PNG.

The motivation for using country-time fixed effects has been to control for change

in multilateral trade costs over time. The country-pair fixed effects in the baseline

specification partially account for this but the fixed effects are time-invariant. If a

subsample is used, trade cost changes are likely to be smaller and the bilateral fixed

effects would better account for multilateral trade costs in the time period. The

country-pair fixed effects also account for bilateral trade costs in both specifications

but assume they are time-invariant. Over 55 years, bilateral trade costs may vary.

Using subsamples may allow the country-pair fixed effects to better account for

multilateral and bilateral trade costs.

4.4 Subsamples

Using data from 1960-2014 has two possible limitations. Firstly, the dyad fixed

effects do not vary across time. However the bilateral trade costs they capture may

vary through time. Assuming that the trade cost between Australia and the US is

the same in the 60s and 70s as it is in the 2000s when a trade agreement is entered

into may not be appropriate. Secondly, the trade expansion and trade diversion

dummies estimate a permanent shift in the level of trade. If New Zealand trade
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES OLS PPML OLS PPML

lnYit 1.599*** 1.177***
(0.125) (0.165)

lnYjt 1.464*** 1.203***
(0.126) (0.168)

RTAother
ijt 0.411*** 0.155 0.304*** 0.161***

(0.053) (0.106) (0.107) (0.050)
RTANewZealand

ijt 0.198*** 0.088** 0.042 0.315***
(0.029) (0.037) (0.139) (0.067)

TDNewZealand
ijt 0.092 -0.132***

(0.085) (0.045)

Observations 16,136 18,139 18,188 20,830
R-squared 0.870 0.893
Dyad FE YES YES YES YES
Country-time FE NO NO YES YES

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4.6: Sample period 1981–1990

with Australia increases in the 2000s, it would affect the magnitude of the trade

creation coefficient but it seems unlikely that increases in the 2000s are attributable

to an agreement signed in 1983. I re-estimate Equations 4.2 and 4.3 using data for

years around the time of the trade agreements.

I include data on all years for both the baseline and structural gravity specifications4.

Table 4.6 re-estimates the baseline and structural gravity equations with only data

from 1981-1990 to test to robustness of the results for the New Zealand agreement.

All the coefficients on the GDP variables have increased due to the sample period.

The elasticity of GDP vary across samples.

The New Zealand agreement entered into force in 1983 and was fully phased in by

1990. The results for New Zealand are robust to using a subsample around this

time period. For the baseline equation, the OLS estimate is larger than the PPML

estimate but for the structural gravity equation, the PPML coefficient is larger

than the OLS coefficient. Looking at a subsample, the coefficients are smaller than

looking at the whole sample. The PPML coefficients for the baseline specification

has fallen from 0.226 to 0.088. For the structural gravity specification, the coefficient

has fallen from 0.788 to 0.315. This means the implied increase in trade has fallen

from a 115% increase to a 37.0% increase. It seems that the effect of the trade

4The results for the structural gravity specification are not sensitive to using every third year.
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agreement on trade flows is apparent soon after they enter into force but using a

subsample leads to a smaller estimated effect. This results suggests that even in the

phase-in period, the New Zealand agreement has an economically significant effect

on the level of trade.

Magee (2008) argues that trade agreements continue to increase trade up to the

11th year of the agreement. Although the coefficients are smaller, the results for the

New Zealand agreement are robust to using a subsample.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES OLS PPML OLS PPML

lnYit 1.454*** 0.978***
(0.064) (0.080)

lnYjt 1.319*** 1.040***
(0.061) (0.087)

RTAother
ijt 0.126*** -0.003 0.210*** 0.059**

(0.049) (0.039) (0.049) (0.028)
RTAUSA

ijt -0.233** -0.310*** -0.165 -0.191**
(0.092) (0.092) (0.107) (0.097)

RTAChile
ijt 0.731*** 0.947*** 0.681*** 0.575***

(0.058) (0.045) (0.184) (0.126)
RTAASEAN

ijt -0.107 -0.106 -0.298 -0.162
(0.117) (0.076) (0.185) (0.126)

RTAThailand
ijt 0.572*** 0.703*** 0.320*** 0.299***

(0.072) (0.059) (0.094) (0.081)

RTASingapore
ijt -0.302*** -0.055 0.284*** 0.163*

(0.067) (0.068) (0.087) (0.084)

RTAMalaysia
ijt 0.094* 0.062** 0.267** 0.254***

(0.056) (0.030) (0.104) (0.081)
TDUSA

ijt -0.037 -0.186***
(0.053) (0.038)

TDChile
ijt 0.004 0.221***

(0.093) (0.062)
TDASEAN

ijt -0.035 -0.038
(0.037) (0.042)

TDThailand
ijt 0.169** 0.179***

(0.071) (0.060)

TDSingapore
ijt -0.200*** -0.163**

(0.051) (0.069)

TDMalaysia
ijt -0.001 -0.117***

(0.066) (0.040)

Observations 32,584 33,755 30,619 31,694
R-squared 0.886 0.912
Dyad FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country-time FE No No Yes Yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4.7: Sample period 2001–2014
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Table 4.7 reestimates the baseline and structural gravity specifications with only

data from 2002-2014 to test to robustness of the results for the agreements after

2000 and account for changing bilateral and multilateral trade costs.

The coefficients for the US agreement are still negative. In all four equations, the

coefficients on trade expansion have fallen in magnitude. In baseline equation (2),

the trade expansion coefficient was -0.382 in the whole sample estimate but is now

-0.310. The PPML trade diversion coefficient has fallen in magnitude from -0.212

to -0.186. Using only more recent data somewhat reduces the magnitude of the

coefficients but doesn’t change the results.

The trade expansion coefficients for the Thailand and Chile agreements remains

positive. The trade expansion coefficients have fallen in magnitude across all

the estimators. The trade expansion coefficients in the baseline specification are

much larger than in the structural gravity specification. It seems that accounting

for multilateral trade costs reduces the magnitude of the coefficients. The trade

diversion coefficient in the baseline specification remains positive but have fallen

in magnitude. The results for Thailand and Chile are not sensitive to using a

subsample.

The coefficients for the Singapore agreements change when using a subsample. The

OLS coefficient in the baseline specification has fallen in absolute magnitude from

-1.517 to -0.302. The PPML coefficient in the baseline specification was significant

and negative but is now insignificant. The OLS coefficient in the structural gravity

specification has increased in magnitude and become significant but the PPML

estimate in the structural gravity equation has changed from being positive and

significant to being insignificant. The result for Singapore is not robust to using a

subsample5.

The PPML coefficients for Malaysia are not sensitive to using a subsample of

the data. The PPML trade expansion coefficient in the baseline specification has

fallen in magnitude from 0.093 to 0.062. The trade diversion coefficient in the

subsample remains similar to the full sample coefficient. In the structural gravity

equation the trade expansion coefficient has fallen from 0.369 to 0.324. In this

case, the structural gravity equation coefficients are much larger than the baseline

specification coefficients. The evidence for trade creation and trade diversion in the

Malaysia agreement is robust to using a subsample.

5This is robust to using a 2000-2014 subsample instead
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Except for the Singapore agreement, the results do not change when a subsample

is used. The magnitude of trade expansion for the New Zealand agreement falls in

the subsample but is robust to using a subsample. The US result remains negative

so recent changes in bilateral trade costs do not seem to account for it. In the next

section, I analyse commodity level data to determine the possible drivers of the

result.

4.5 The US Result

The US result remains puzzling. One feature of the US–Australia FTA is

its exceptions agricultural goods. The tariffs on most manufactured goods

were eliminated upon entry into force but only 2/3 of agricultural tariffs were

eliminated upon entry into force. A number of exceptions were made to protect

sensitive American agricultural industries. Australian sugar was excluded from the

agreement. Dairy quotas were expanded and to be eliminated by 2023. Five other US

agricultural quotas on beef, tobacco, cotton, peanuts and avocados were expanded

but weren’t to be eliminated. According to Comtrade data, beef6 (HS Codes 0201

and 0202) accounts for 13.3% of Australian exports to the US in 2000 and seems to

be Australia’s top export to the US. The beef quota was 378 214 tonnes in 2005,

increased by 20 000 tonnes in 2007 and increases 5 000 tonnes per year until 2022.

Limited liberalisation in the agricultural sector may account for the apparently

negative effect of the US-Australia FTA.

To test the hypothesis that the negative sign is driven by limited liberalisation in

agricultural goods, I use trade data aggregated at the SITC 1-digit level. I haven

chosen to run equations for exports in four categories: food and live animals (SITC

Code 0), chemicals (SITC Code 5), machinery and transport equipment (SITC Code

7) and miscellaneous manufactured articles (SITC Code 8). These four categories

represent 68% of Australian exports to the US in 2002 and 86% of US exports to

Australia. I estimate the baseline and structural gravity specifications using data

for all years from 2002–20147.

Table 4.8 shows the results for food and animal products. The negative PPML

coefficients on trade expansion in both specifications suggest that there has been a

decline in trade in food and animal products after the US-Australia FTA. This is

compatible with limited liberalisation in US agricultural policies after the agreement

driving the negative sign on the US agreement.

6I’ve added the shares of meat of bovine animals, fresh or chilled and meat of bovine animals,
frozen

7Full results are reported in Appendix A
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES OLS PPML OLS PPML

RTAUSA
ijt -0.138* -0.209*** 0.029 -0.220***

(0.084) (0.061) (0.088) (0.066)
TDUSA

ijt -0.054 -0.046
(0.067) (0.036)

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4.8: Food and animal products (SITC Code 0)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES OLS PPML OLS PPML

RTAUSA
ijt -0.245*** -0.090 0.051 -0.056

(0.083) (0.067) (0.119) (0.063)
TDUSA

ijt -0.129** -0.063*
(0.062) (0.038)

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4.9: Chemicals (SITC Code 5)

Table 4.9 suggests that the agreement did not significantly affect trade in chemicals.

The OLS coefficients in equation (1) are significant and the other OLS and PPML

results are insignificant.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES OLS PPML OLS PPML

RTAUSA
ijt -0.445*** -0.185*** 0.019 0.087**

(0.081) (0.067) (0.068) (0.038)
TDUSA

ijt -0.247*** -0.158***
(0.065) (0.047)

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4.10: Machinery and transport equipment (SITC Code 7)

In Table 4.10, the baseline specification coefficients for trade expansion and trade

diversion in machinery and transport equipment are negative and significant. This

suggests a decline in trade between Australia and the US and between the two

countries and the rest of the world. The absolute magnitude of the signs are similar

to that of food and animal products. Declining trade flows in this category may

be a driver of the negative sign in the baseline specification. In the structural

gravity specification, the PPML results suggests an increase in trade in this category

after the agreement. Changing relative competitiveness of Australia and the US in
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these categories is accounted for the structural gravity specification. Machinery

and transport equipment do no appear to be a driver of the negative sign in the

structural gravity specification.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES OLS PPML OLS PPML

RTAUSA
ijt 0.042 0.101 0.321*** 0.230***

(0.082) (0.079) (0.082) (0.056)
TDUSA

ijt -0.152** -0.207***
(0.069) (0.061)

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4.11: Miscellaneous manufactured articles (SITC Code 8)

Miscellaneous manufactured articles (such as furniture, travel goods and textiles,

clothing and footwear) in 4.11 appears to be a driver of the negative sign on the trade

diversion coefficient in the baseline specification. The OLS and PPML coefficients for

trade diversion are negative. However, the structural gravity specification suggests

that the agreement increased trade in this category. Miscellaneous manufactured

articles do not appear to be driving the negative sign in trade expansion.

The driver of the negative sign in trade expansion for the US–Australia appears to

be food and animal products (SITC code 0). The signs for this category are negative

in the baseline and structural gravity specifications. Although it appears machinery

and transport equipment (SITC code 7) may also account for the negative sign

for trade expansion in the baseline specification, the PPML sign for the structural

gravity specification is positive. Grant & Lambert (2008) argues that regional trade

agreements have larger effect in increasing trade in agricultural trade flows than

non-agricultural trade flows because of higher pre-existing levels of protection in

agriculture. The result does not seem to apply to this case. These results seem to

support the hypothesis that US protection in the agricultural sector accounts for

the negative sign for trade expansion in the US–Australia FTA.

Once trade costs are accounted for by country-pair fixed effects, the trade expansion

effects of trade agreements don’t seem to depend on the region the partner countries

is located in. Large trade expansion effects are found for agreements with Chile,

Thailand and New Zealand. These results are robust across the specifications. It

doesn’t seem that trade agreements between countries in the same region has larger

trade expansion effects than trade agreements with countries in different regions, at

least in terms of a percentage increase.
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In the baseline specification, six of the trade diversion coefficients in the PPML

equation are negative. The two exceptions are Malaysia and Chile. Perhaps the

agreements coincide with periods where the countries were becoming more open to

trade so the trade diversion coefficients reflect greater openness.

The average trade diversion effect of Australia’s trade agreements isn’t robust

between the baseline and structural gravity model specification. In the baseline

specification, the PPML sign if negative and significant but in the structural

gravity model specification, the sign is positive and significant for PPML. This

may be because once time-varying multilateral trade costs are controlled for,

trade agreements encourage greater openness or it could be that the country-time

fixed effect in the strucutral gravity model specification have a high degree of

multicollinearity with the trade diversion variable so not many observations of trade

flows can be used to estimate it.

The baseline model seems to be fairly robust. The results for trade expansion seem

to be robust to using the structural gravity model specification and subsamples of

time. Some of the larger coefficients decreased in the structural specification and

others become larger. The result for trade expansion in some agreements seems to

be robust between the two specifications and trade diversion effects identifed in the

full sample are also identified in the subsample.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this paper, I have found evidence of trade expansion effects in Australia’s trade

agreements. In particular the Chile-Australia Free Trade Agreement, the Thailand-

Australia FTA, and the Australia-New Zealand Closer Economic Relations (CER)

agreements are associated with a large trade expansion. The result is robust to

using the structural gravity model specification and a subsample of time and is

economically significant. This results seem reasonable. The agreements have few or

no exclusions and most or all of the tariff eliminations have taken place.

Substantial trade diversion effects are found for the CER and the Malaysia-Australia

FTA. These results are robust to looking at a subsample. Both have positive signs

for trade expansion, which is consistent with imports and export flows being diverted

from outside the agreement to within the agreement. However, the Chile-Australia

FTA and Thailand-Australia FTA do not seem to be associated with trade diversion.

Without a trade diversion effect, all the increase in trade would be trade creation.

These agreements have large positive coefficients on the trade diversion variable,

which is consistent with an increase in openness to trade.

The study does not estimate trade diversion effects using the structural gravity

model specification. The baseline specification finds some evidence for trade

diversion effects but further work is needed to see if the effects are robust to

controlling for time-varying multilateral trade costs.

Analysing commodity level data appears to be promising avenue to pursue.

Although trade agreements seems to be expand aggregate trade, their effects on

a sectoral or industry level are not as well understood.

I only considered trade diversion effect between two or more countries within a trade

agreeement and countries outside the trade agreement. However, the US-Australia

FTA doesn’t exist in isolation of other trade agreements. If Australia has improved

access to the US market, Canada has relatively worse access to the US market and,

due to the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) between Canada and

Mexico, there may be a trade diversion between Canada and Mexico. Without
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NAFTA, Canada may not have exported the goods to Mexico and Mexico may have

imported from a more efficient source. With over 200 regional trade agreements

in the world, it is becoming less reasonable to study them in isolation. Trade

agreements may have systematic effects, including effects on trade flows between

non-members.

Nevertheless, applying recent development in fixed-effects estimation of the gravity

model, some of Australia’s trade agreements are associated with large trade

expansion effects. There is limited evidence of trade diversion, but there is evidence

of increased openness to trade after other agreements. Further research is needed

into what causes the apparent large effects of regional trade agreements on trade

flows.
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Appendix A

Panel Estimates for SITC 1-digit commodities

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES OLS PPML OLS PPML

lnYit 1.349*** 0.844***
(0.105) (0.120)

lnYjt 1.102*** 0.947***
(0.103) (0.123)

RTAother
ijt 0.035 -0.013 0.108* 0.083

(0.060) (0.066) (0.063) (0.058)
RTAUSA

ijt -0.138* -0.209*** 0.029 -0.220***
(0.084) (0.061) (0.088) (0.066)

RTAChile
ijt 0.841*** 0.388*** 0.792*** 0.327***

(0.045) (0.035) (0.092) (0.064)
RTAASEAN

ijt -0.154 0.228** -0.143 0.100
(0.143) (0.104) (0.147) (0.068)

RTAThailand
ijt 0.338*** 0.103 0.192 -0.085

(0.091) (0.079) (0.118) (0.069)

RTASingapore
ijt -0.303*** -0.345*** 0.252** -0.040

(0.085) (0.084) (0.115) (0.084)

RTAMalaysia
ijt 0.238** -0.079 -0.020 0.079

(0.097) (0.052) (0.147) (0.066)
TDUSA

ijt -0.054 -0.046
(0.067) (0.036)

TDChile
ijt 0.003 -0.035

(0.059) (0.048)
TDASEAN

ijt -0.057 0.081*
(0.048) (0.047)

TDThailand
ijt 0.084 -0.030

(0.077) (0.048)

TDSingapore
ijt -0.250*** -0.076

(0.063) (0.065)

TDMalaysia
ijt 0.113 -0.077

(0.069) (0.048)

Observations 25,898 25,898 26,164 26,164
R-squared 0.703 0.896
Dyad FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country-time FE No No Yes Yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table A.1: Food and animal products (SITC Code 0)
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES OLS PPML OLS PPML

lnYit 0.977*** 0.745***
(0.098) (0.133)

lnYjt 0.500*** 0.760***
(0.096) (0.123)

RTAother
ijt 0.170** 0.063* 0.066 0.034

(0.072) (0.038) (0.068) (0.039)
RTAUSA

ijt -0.245*** -0.090 0.051 -0.056
(0.083) (0.067) (0.119) (0.063)

RTAChile
ijt 0.017 0.002 0.031 0.077

(0.047) (0.042) (0.138) (0.113)
RTAASEAN

ijt -0.085 0.103 -0.056 0.079
(0.101) (0.071) (0.227) (0.087)

RTAThailand
ijt 0.470*** 0.468*** 0.303** 0.112

(0.069) (0.056) (0.141) (0.089)

RTASingapore
ijt -0.252*** -0.280*** 0.058 -0.145

(0.068) (0.072) (0.139) (0.088)

RTAMalaysia
ijt -0.254*** -0.214*** 0.118 -0.026

(0.057) (0.039) (0.194) (0.060)
TDUSA

ijt -0.129** -0.063*
(0.062) (0.038)

TDChile
ijt -0.017 -0.007

(0.079) (0.050)
TDASEAN

ijt 0.067 0.027
(0.050) (0.061)

TDThailand
ijt 0.093 0.090

(0.060) (0.056)

TDSingapore
ijt -0.156** -0.148**

(0.066) (0.062)

TDMalaysia
ijt -0.199*** -0.094**

(0.062) (0.039)

Observations 26,331 26,331 26,611 26,611
R-squared 0.839 0.911
Dyad FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country-pair FE No No Yes Yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table A.2: Chemicals (SITC Code 5)
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES OLS PPML OLS PPML

lnYit 1.683*** 1.214***
(0.117) (0.071)

lnYjt 0.992*** 1.188***
(0.122) (0.067)

RTAother
ijt 0.221*** 0.045 0.220*** 0.039

(0.074) (0.040) (0.059) (0.030)
RTAUSA

ijt -0.445*** -0.185*** 0.019 0.087**
(0.081) (0.067) (0.068) (0.038)

RTAChile
ijt 0.179*** 0.589*** -0.102 0.148

(0.044) (0.052) (0.095) (0.108)
RTAASEAN

ijt -0.129 0.020 -0.102 0.036
(0.092) (0.134) (0.114) (0.061)

RTAThailand
ijt 0.625*** 0.964*** 0.270*** 0.491***

(0.081) (0.092) (0.091) (0.072)

RTASingapore
ijt -0.389*** -0.307*** 0.167* 0.003

(0.076) (0.095) (0.090) (0.092)

RTAMalaysia
ijt -0.284*** -0.406*** 0.014 -0.089

(0.067) (0.082) (0.118) (0.079)
TDUSA

ijt -0.247*** -0.158***
(0.065) (0.047)

TDChile
ijt 0.088 0.304***

(0.056) (0.050)
TDASEAN

ijt 0.015 -0.178***
(0.052) (0.053)

TDThailand
ijt 0.193** 0.178***

(0.076) (0.055)

TDSingapore
ijt -0.289*** -0.283***

(0.065) (0.073)

TDMalaysia
ijt -0.148** -0.202***

(0.066) (0.058)

Observations 27,289 27,289 27,577 27,577
R-squared 0.824 0.932
Dyad FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country-time FE No No Yes Yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table A.3: Machinery and transport equipment (SITC Code 7)
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES OLS PPML OLS PPML

lnYit 0.917*** 0.942***
(0.098) (0.094)

lnYjt 0.498*** 0.998***
(0.100) (0.126)

RTAother
ijt 0.197*** -0.003 0.155*** 0.070

(0.062) (0.060) (0.052) (0.060)
RTAUSA

ijt 0.042 0.101 0.321*** 0.230***
(0.082) (0.079) (0.082) (0.056)

RTAChile
ijt 0.018 0.381*** 0.183 0.336***

(0.040) (0.053) (0.113) (0.066)
RTAASEAN

ijt 0.034 -0.008 -0.077 0.028
(0.113) (0.063) (0.098) (0.073)

RTAThailand
ijt 0.101 0.463*** -0.204** 0.139

(0.087) (0.069) (0.089) (0.122)

RTASingapore
ijt -0.435*** -0.427*** -0.258*** -0.250***

(0.077) (0.078) (0.093) (0.073)

RTAMalaysia
ijt 0.058 -0.067* 0.144 0.087

(0.078) (0.038) (0.107) (0.056)
TDUSA

ijt -0.152** -0.207***
(0.069) (0.061)

TDChile
ijt -0.138** 0.054

(0.063) (0.056)
TDASEAN

ijt 0.009 0.065
(0.045) (0.057)

TDThailand
ijt 0.158** 0.103

(0.075) (0.080)

TDSingapore
ijt -0.102 -0.206***

(0.068) (0.071)

TDMalaysia
ijt -0.029 -0.056

(0.061) (0.069)

Observations 27,113 27,113 27,401 27,401
R-squared 0.807 0.934
Dyad FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country-time FE No No Yes Yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table A.4: Miscellaneous manufactured articles (SITC Code 8)
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Appendix B

Countries in the sample

Africa Qatar Spain

Congo, Republic of Saudi Arabia Sweden

Gabon Singapore Switzerland

Nigeria Thailand United Kingdom

South Africa Turkey Ireland

Asia United Arab Emirates Poland

Bahrain, Kingdom of Vietnam North America

Bangladesh Europe Canada

Brunei Darussalam Austria Mexico

China, P.R.: Hong Kong Belgium United States

China, P.R.: Mainland Czech Republic Oceania

India Denmark Australia

Indonesia Finland New Zealand

Israel France Papua New Guinea

Japan Germany South America

Korea, Republic of Italy Argentina

Kuwait Netherlands Brazil

Malaysia Norway Chile

Philippines Russian Federation

Table B.1: Countries in the sample
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